
How to Choose a 
Legal Guardian

8tips
Choosing a legal guardian is a pivotal step in guardianship 
estate planning. Here are 8 tips to ensure your chosen 
guardian mirrors your aspirations and values.

Here are some steps 
to selecting the ideal 

legal guardianWho can I trust to raise 
my children with the 
values I hold dear?

Tip #1 Holistic Documentation
Incorporate your guardian preferences not only in your will but also in 
standalone documents. This clarity diminishes ambiguity, projecting 
your wishes unmistakably.

Tip #2 Transparent Dialogue
Before finalizing, converse openly with potential guardians. Ensuring 
their readiness and alignment with your vision is paramount for your 
child’s long-term well-being.

Tip #3 Evaluate Compatibility
Dive into the core values, beliefs, and lifestyles of potential guardians. 
It's essential to ascertain that their principles and daily habits mirror 
the aspirations and dreams you hold for your child's future. 

Tip #4 Age & Capability
While grandparents bring a treasure trove of experience and wisdom, 
younger guardians might possess the requisite energy and physical 
capability to handle the nuances of child-rearing.

Tip #5 Stability & Environment
Dive into the emotional robustness, financial footing, and overall 
living conditions potential guardians can offer. Ensure that they 
present a nurturing and stable environment.

Tip #6 Relocation Impacts
If the guardian lives far away, your child may have to adjust to a new 
school, make new friends, & adapt to unfamiliar surroundings. Think 
about how these changes might affect your child's well-being.

Tip #7 Plan B
Just as you have a backup plan for other significant decisions in life, 
choosing a guardian should be no different. Unexpected events can 
happen, so have a second trusted individual to ensure continuity.

Tip #8 Stay Updated
Set reminders to revisit your choices. As the years go by, relationships 
evolve, people move, or their circumstances change. Regular reviews 
help keep your decisions aligned with your child's interests.
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